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BACKGROUND
Since its establishment in 1976, Turkish
Cypriot Community Association (TCCA)
has been at the forefront in serving Turkish
Cypriots residing in the UK. As a charity, it
has been providing culturally, linguistically
and religiously sensitive services to Turkish
and Kurdish speakers in and around London
for over four decades. During the early years
of the TCCA’s inception, London had a wellestablished and steadily increasing Turkish
Cypriot population, who had become fully
integrated within the British work force. The
establishment of this community centre
in Hackney 117 Green Lanes, was an
inevitable step forward to ensure that there
was a culturally sensitive space for this
growing community. Despite the specific
Turkish-Language services, TCCA is open
to all communities, hosting various classes,
religious groups and services such as our
health screenings to all. Events held by the
TCCA are open to all who wish to attend.
In 1983 TCCA gave the Turkish Cypriot
community a voice through the first UK
based Turkish newspaper, Toplum Postasi.
Although it is no longer in circulation, Toplum
Postasi and the people who worked there
are heralded as pioneers within their fields.
One can find many of the Turkish-language
newspapers which followed in Toplum
Postasi’s footsteps, in the TCCA building
today.
During the late 80s TCCA initiated a highly
successful Information and Advice Project
and following that many other smaller
one off projects such as a Toy Library and
MP Surgery. During the 90s TCCA began
its most successful project to date, the
Homecare project, serving the needs of the
most disadvantaged within our community. In
the year 2000 TCCA successfully tendered
and acquired its second premises 630 Green
Lanes (London Borough of Haringey), and
continued to work from this building. The
second premises allowed TCCA the space
and resources to develop new innovative
needs led projects.
In the past year, TCCA has experimented
with the content of its events by reaching out
to a wider audience, organising events for
Afro-Cypriots, young people, and historically
erased groups within the community.
TCCA also had a massive success with
the Festival, hosting over 15,000 people –
receiving nominations for the top new UK
festival.
All projects, both past and present, are
developed based on assessed need,
which can be observed in and around
the community. It is thereafter provided
in partnership with TCCA member,
beneficiaries, and stakeholders.
Company Limited by Guarantee (Company
Number 3851759)
Charity Status (Charity Number 1080926)

2007-2008

2014

2015

2018

TIMELINE
1976 TCCA ESTABLISHMENT
1979 ADVICE PROJECT LAUNCHED
1981 LAUNCH OF TOPLUM POSTASI
1983 ACQUIRED 117 GREEN LANES
1993 HOMECARE LAUNCHED
1997 POLICE SURGERY LAUNCHED
1999 INCORPORATED AS A COMPANY LTD BY GUARANTEE
2000 BECAME REGISTERED CHARITY
2002 16 ACTIVE PROJECTS
2004 MOVED TO 628-630 GREEN LANES
2004 TURKISH CYPRIOT HERITAGE PROJECT STARTED
2004 RECOGNISED AS TOP UK BASED TURKISH CHARITY
2006 TURNOVER HITS 1.6 MILLION
2014 RECOGNISED AS TOP TURKISH CHARITY
2015 BECAME CACHE ACCREDITED TRAINING CHARITY
2016 CELEBRATED 40 YEARS OF CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES
2017 MAJOR GROUND FLOOR RENOVATIONS COMPLETED
2018 TURKISH CYPRIOT CULTURAL & ARTS FESTIVAL
2019 TV STATION SET TO LAUNCH
2019 2ND TURKISH CYPRIOT CULTURAL & ARTS FESTIVAL 3 DAY EVENT
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TRUSTEE’S

TCCA has been supporting our community for over 40 years.
We continue to provide needs, through our self-funded
internally created and externally tendered projects. These
projects provide a springboard for Turkish Speaking people
to either increase quality of life or gain training and support
that will ultimately result in them not requiring government
benefits to survive. Through recognising the developments
within our own community and contact with government
bodies and locally sympathetic NGO’s, TCCA will in time
create fresh projects and offer help in the most deprived
corners of the community.

Our trustees Meet between ten and twelve times a year.

Our ambition is to improve lives for the short and long term
and to contribute to the larger society that increases daily.
Our full charitable objectives and breakdown are as set out in
our memorandum and articles of association. Copies of these
are available at the TCCA office.

• Act in good faith and only in the interests of the charity

We adhere to a strict governance policy for making and
putting into action all decisions and spending. Our board
of trustees take responsibility as a collective for the overall
running and financial processes of the organisation.

• Take into Account all relevant factors and evidence

We are inspected by CQC, your value, pre-viable and cache.
We also adhere to PQASSO, investors in people, Investors in
communities and Hackney Health.

Trustees also decide strategic directions for the Association
and many of the association sub committees that are
appointed from time to time. Current committees include:
Finance, Homecare, Membership, Events, Property and
staffing.
At all times we adhere that Trustees will promise to:
• Act within their powers using the correct procedures

• Adequately inform themselves each other and
themselves

• Disregarded any irrelevant factors
• Manage conflicts of interest and interested parties
• Make decisions that are within the range of decisions
that a reasonable trustee body would make.

IN MAY 2017, 12 TRUSTEE’S WERE ELECTED:

Niyazi Enver
(Chair)

Ismail Karamustafa

Mustafa Korel
(Secretary)

Suleyman Fuat

Trustees Who Resigned
In 2017:
Onur Ibrahim
Hakki Sezer Tilki
Yesim Seyhan

Turkay Hadji-Filippou
(Vice Chair & Treasurer)

Behiye Karaman

Osman Ercen

Yasar Ismailoglu
(Honorary Chair)

Huseyin Osman
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CHAIR’S
REPORT
Niyazi Enver

receiving the recognition it deserves.
Currently TCCA proudly provides a
focal point for the Turkish Cypriot
community. It has been the meeting
point for many organisations, guests
from Cyprus, the young, the old and
everyone in between.
On behalf of the Board of Trustees I
can further announce:
That once refurbishment of 117 Green
Lanes, is complete that our building in
Hackney will be open to the public.
That TCCA will launch a TV channel
that will provide a platform for all
members of our community.

I am happy to report that over the
period of this report, TCCA has
advanced in terms of the services
it delivers and in impact of those
services. Over the past 40 years TCCA
has been at the forefront of providing
services the community and is now

CEO
REPORT
Erim Metto JP ICFM

I as the CEO of Turkish Cypriot
Community Association I am happy
to report that charity continues to
grow and finances remain in the
black, with our turnover expected
to reach £1.500,000 by April 2019.
As the largest, longest serving and
most successful UK based Turkish
speaking charity, expectations on
us remain high, amidst continued
cuts, austerity, restricted funding,
changing priorities within local
government/health’s sectors,
more legislative requirements and
a competitive third sector, many
daunting challenges have been
placed upon us to maintain our very
own high standards.
Again, this year we received
recognition from our peers in that we

That TCCA in partnership with
members of The Turkish Cypriot
Trust delivered a highly successful
Community Festival that celebrated
our heritage and culture. Over 15,000
people from our community attended
and our accomplishment is still being
spoken about today.
That for over 40 years we have opened
our resources to all away from racism,
fascism, sexism, homophobic and as a

were nominated for three separate
awards CENTUS Charity of the year,
Global Good Awards UK Charity
shortlist and New Festival of the Year.
Our accreditation for CQC has risen
to Good, and we maintain our status
as Beacon provider under Cache.
Our main activity remains the care
of the elderly we continue to provide
care to elders living in Hackney,
Islington, Haringey, Enfield, Waltham
Forest, Barking and Dagenham.
Our Homecare Team continues to
grow in order to deal with the level
of clients, we have extended our
work to further include various NHS
Clinical Commissioning Groups. We
have carried out major renovations
within the building ensuring that we
offer best possible facilities possible
for those seeking to hire space or
use our cultural sensitive restaurant
and have enlarge the scope of
courses offered as part of our Cache
accredited training project. In order
to deliver these main services we
have re-organised Homecare, Room
Bookings, Training and Cyprus
House with new portals being
introduced and new staffing set up
that has seen our staff roll call rise to
78 paid employees.
In our effort to remain as hub for the
community we have welcomed more
groups than ever and are pleased
to report that we have provided a
space for over 50 organisations,
that in turn provide services ranging
from theatre classes for the young

result we are group provides a positive
impact on our community.
That we have and will continue to
provide a platform to celebrate our art,
to showcase our heritage and debate
issues affecting our community.
That we continue to provide a voice
for the Turkish Cypriot community in
England, and seek their approval in
all that we do. It is most important to
ensure that the centre represents the
worth of our contributions.
On a final note, I would like to state
that the community has lost two valued
members who have dedicated their
lives to serving the community and
were instrumental in the rise of growth
of TCCA. RIP Hasan Raif and Hulus
Ibrahim and thank you for your many
years contribution for the Turkish
Cypriot community.
We are on the cusp of many bigger
and better projects, and look forward
delivering these initiatives.

through to crochet For the elderly.
We have arranged issue led
discussion where topics of interest to
our community such as “Symposium
to consider a federal resolution for
Cyprus” through to. “Looking at
the effects of Brexit”. We continue
to provide advice based services,
deliver one off projects and work
in close partnership with other
agencies in order that we help those
most in need.
We continue to work with Citation,
who now advises us on health
and safety and provides us with
employments advocacy. Our support
services have also benefited from a
strong Internship program that works
with ADC College, FIE and CAPA
that this year has seen 18 Interns
pass through the organisation.
However the highlight of our year
must undoubtedly be the delivery of
the Turkish Cypriot Arts and Cultural
Festival which we was able to deliver
with six other partner organisations.
The event was attended by 15,000
people and gave the wider world an
insight into Turkish Cypriot arts and
culture.
On a final note, I wanted to sign off
by extending my gratitude to staff,
who have ensured the organisation
delivers, 24 hours a day 365 days
a year, through to the 14 trustees
who overlook the process with no
financial reward and our members
without whom our role in the third
sector would be insignificant.
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TC HOMECARE
Turkish Cypriot Homecare was established in 1993 and
has continued to provide culturally, linguistically and
religiously sensitive care for over 20 years. We provide
care to the elderly and to people with disabilities,
ensuring that individuals can continue to live in their
own homes independently, and in a dignified manner
whilst maintaining their safety. TC Homecare currently
works within the Hackney, Islington, Haringey, Enfield,
Barking, Dagenham and Waltham Forest boroughs,
and has several private clients. As with previous years,
we see a continuation in the need for palliative care.
Unlike other care agencies, TCCA is a registered
charity, and is therefore able to re-invest any surplus
into the community, including those who receive
homecare. Multiple free and accessible, services and
one-off events have occurred throughout the year, such
as The Luncheon Club which provides a space for the
elderly to gather and socialise. There is also the weekly
Advice Surgery, providing services in Turkish. Events
on Cancer Awareness, and free Health Screenings,
presented by those in the medical profession, have
happened throughout the year. The highly successful
Turkish Cypriot Arts and Culture Festival, and the
Afro-Cypriot History event also provided a space for
the elderly to experience their culture, reminisce and
socialise. Our clients have access to all these services.
Turkish Cypriot Homecare continually works hard to
develop our provisions, and we continue to raise our
already high standard. We are cache accredited and
provide in-house, bespoke, culturally sensitive training
that surpasses the Care Quality Commission standard.
Our care staff complete an initial induction training
before starting work, followed by an assortment of
trainings such as Medication, Safe Guarding, COSHH,
Challenging Behaviour, Communication, Dementia and
Mental Health, Duty of Care, Equality and Diversity,
Fire Safety, Fluid and Nutrition, Food Safety, Health
and Safety, Infection Control, Manual Handling, Moving
and Repositioning, Peg and Pump Feed, Recording
Reporting and Confidentiality, Tissue Viability and
Person Centre Care and Dignity. Most our carers have
done QCF Level 2 or Level 3 in health and social care,
and are now working towards RQF (Regulated Quality
Framework). We employ approximately 70 people, with
60 of those providing hands-on care.
Turkish Cypriot Homecare works in partnership with
Local Authorities, Health Authorities and Health
Professionals to ensure the safety and wellbeing of
all our service users. Our standard care provision is
monitored by the Local Authorities we work wish and is
regularly inspected by the Care Quality Commission,
with whom we have maintained full compliant status.

OUR LATEST CQC REPORT
STATES THAT:

OUR
HOMECARE
STAFF

Sarac Cankaya
Care Manager

Yesim Yurtseven
Co-Ordinator

Nurhan Mustafa
Care Manager

Selda Senyapili
Co-Ordinator

Engul Abdullah
Training/Risk Assessment

Ahmet Mustafa
Administrator

Selcan Kemal
Co-Ordinator

Ishaq Shipkoyle
Admin Support

Hacer Senyapili
Administration

Ceyda Aslanses
Admin Support

Staff were “reliable” and people “felt safe with them.”
People and their relatives told CQC that “staff were
caring and treated them with dignity and respect.”
“People were supported to remain independent and
their confidentiality was maintained.”
“Staff knew people’s likes, dislikes and background
history.”
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ROOM
BOOKINGS

TCCA offers a variety of spaces for hire. With
affordable rates and discounted prices for
charitable events supported by TCCA we offer
a central location with facilities that are hard to
match. We can provide laptops, projectors, PA
systems, Microphones and if required in house
catering. We can also arrange children’s party
packages and we will be expanding in this area
from November 2018 onward.
The hall has been completely repainted in
October 2018 and a new white screen placed
to enable projector use for meetings / seminars.
Between January 2018 and April 2018 room
bookings underwent a complete reorganisation
to become more client focused, efficient and
structured. We now have a new online booking
system, a new team consisting of 7 officers
responsible for management, administration and
caretaking.
We have held a number of community events,
hosted various officials from the UK and overseas
along with many parties, baby showers, Wakes,
fitness classes and conferences.
Organisations such as London Consulting LTD,
Excel, Inci’s Drama Classes, Haringey Choir,
Kung Fu, Om Light Yoga, Haringey Councillors,
Pekunluler Group and AAA Success Tutoring
have supported our regular room bookings over
the last 2 years.
We offer our rooms to organisations such Victim
support and tax help for over 60’s free of charge
in order to support our local community and their
requirements.
The largest room is the hall which holds a
maximum of 100 people and has been used
for many different events from baby showers,
prayers, birthdays, engagements to meetings/
seminars.
In addition to the main hall we also have our
Meeting room on the first floor which fits approx.
50 people comfortably and has been used in
various different ways.
Our Reception offices provides and much smaller
space and more private area, this is used by
Haringey Councillors once a month all year and
frequently by doctors for private examinations.

ROOM BOOKING TEAM

Dervise Atalay
Operations Manager

Meliha Armenova
Hygiene Technician

Sultan Ozkurtlar
Operations Officer

Genk Guclu
Until Aug 2017

Giray Eminoglu
Until Aug 2017

Pinar Hassan
Dec 2017-June 2018
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CACHE TRAINING
This year staff training has had
been revamped and we have
introduced on-line training, these are
short courses aimed at managers,
admin staff and care staff. They are
interactive with a test and certificate
at the end of them. On-line training
Engul Abdullah
can be accessed at any time and
Training & Assessments
can be saved and continued around
staff availability. For those who have no computer skills,
admin staff will help them to use the computer; this in turn
gives them computer skills too. We are still running in-house
training and one of my aims has been to collect training
materials, we now have a feeding pump, so more practical on
hand training can be done with the in-house training.
We have been lucky to gain Work Development Funding
again and have used it towards care staff gaining level 2
Health and Social Care diploma, congratulations to all the
care staff who have worked hard to gain their diploma.
This year we worked with RJS Training Services and again
the feedback we got from the assessors was ‘they were
very impressed with the high standard of care, skills and
knowledge of the care staff’. We will continue to support staff
development; our aim is to have all staff with at least a level
2 diploma in health and Social care. Staff development is not
just for the staff themselves but also means higher standards
of care for our service users.
There has also be a few changes to the diplomas recently;
the Qualifications and Credit Framework (QCF) replaced
the National Qualification Framework (NQF/ NVQ) and now
the Regulated Qualifications Framework (RQF) replaced the
Qualifications and Credit Framework (QCF), to offer a simpler
way to compare and understand qualifications. From next
year, all new learners will get RQF qualifications. The change

isn’t anything to worry about and will not affect learners in
any significant way. In fact, it is going to help individuals and
employers alike get to grips with what it takes to complete a
particular qualification and how different qualifications relate
to each other.
We still need to work on staff who have language barrier;
we have held ESOL classes and these were very popular. In
house training does include naming ‘care words’ in English
and we are looking into holding English for work classes on
a weekly bases. We will be starting the new level 2 diplomas
at the start of the new year for any staff who wish to gain a
diploma in Health and Social care.
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HEALTH
PROJECT

Dr Mek Mehmet Yesil

On the back of the Experts Patients Program,
which ended in Jan 2017, The Turkish Cypriot
Community Association (TCCA) was once
again commissioned by Haringey Clinical
Commissioning Group (CCG) and Haringey
Ward Grant, to educating and empower
Turkish and Kurdish speakers with the
knowledge and skills required to better access
health provision and how to correctly use the
services that were provided, with particular
attention being paid to A&E, GP services. The
Health Project operated in partnership with
North Middlesex Hospital, Barnet Enfield and
Haringey Mental Health Trust, Whittington
Hospital, Royal Marsden, Health Screen, Ali
Riza Degirmenci Turkish School, a number of
GP Surgeries and Pharmacists.
During the project delivery plan TCCA
committed to delivering 10 day long courses

with hospitals, 12 focus discussion groups that
were administered by the London School of
Economics, three drop in sessions based GP
registration and dialogue with Haringey CCG.
TCCA found that many of Turkish Speakers
within the health system were facing barriers
through language
and communication
difficulties, in
particular the elderly.
To that end TCCA in
partnership with other
health providers is
in the process of
developing initiatives
that focus on in
particular dementia,
mental health and
healthy living within
elders.

HOMELESS PROJECT
In December 2017 TCCA in conjunction with the Cyprus Islamic Association
(CIA) provided vital support to London’s homeless over the Christmas period.
Donation points were set up for donation drop offs over a 2 week period.
Once we had enough donations we created bags for people which included,
clothes, toiletries, and food. A number of volunteers from our community
collated food, clothes, toiletries and essential packs in preparation for
delivery around London’s homeless key locations.
The response we had from community members and local restaurants was
amazing and the homeless people we met with really appreciated our help.
Over 140 sleepers were fed and forty of these individuals were also provided
with essential packs.
The 2018 project has now begun and we have already received a huge
amount of support with articles featured in Olay newspaper and T-Vine and
at least 30 volunteers have already signed up to help with distribution and
sorting through all donations received. Currently we have agreed donation
drop off points in Camden, Haringey, Hackney with more locations yet to
confirm. We hope 2018 will be even more successful than our first project in
2017.

HEALTH SCREENING
Health Screen in partnership with
Health Screen UK, has been working
with TCCA since February 2017.
During the past 12 months TCCA
has held four separate free health
screening events, supporting health
checks of 52 predominately elderly
people for issues in relation to Height
and weight measurements, Body
Mass Index (BMI) calculation, Body
fat percentage, Hydration levels,
Blood glucose levels, Cholesterol
levels, Analysis of nutritional status,
Blood pressure, Heart Beat, Lifestyle
Health Assessment and Risk of
cardio disease.
At these events we were able to
identify six cases where individuals
were at risk of life threatening
illnesses.
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Sidika Gulsevenler
Restaurant Manager
Sep 18 to date

Yusuf Goron

Cyprus House Manager
Jan 2017-Aug 2018

CYPRUS HOUSE
Cyprus House restaurant is currently open 6 days per week
(Monday-Saturday) and specialises in traditional Turkish
Cypriot dishes. Daily specials are made throughout the
week and offer affordable freshly cooked traditional Cypriot
favourites including ‘Molohiya, Kelle, Borek, Bamya and
Kolokas’. In addition to this they prepare kebab’s including
their most popular dish Seftali kebab.
Cyprus House also supports our Room hire department by
catering for various different events, including Kids parties
from just £5 per child, Buffet’s, Meze’s and kebabs / roast
dishes. The feedback from all TCCA events in 2018 has
been extremely positive and come highly recommended.
Over 200 people enjoy Cyprus House cuisine each week at
affordable prices. Currently diners can also bring their own
alcoholic drinks to consume with their meal and no corkage
charges apply.
Friday and Saturday night is usually reserved for Meze
special, currently priced at just £25 and includes numerous
hot and cold meze’s followed by the favourite kebab platter.
Live traditional music and dancing can be found on these
days and a wonderful happy atmosphere erupts on Friday
and Saturday evenings!
Between Oct 2016 through to May 2017, Cyprus House
underwent major renovations, giving the restaurant a much
needed face lift. The Kitchen areas was extended, new
flooring throughout the restaurant, new lager toilets, doors
were moved, the hall lighting all changed. This allowed us
to maximise on our cooking space and increase seating
capacity. The Hall had new venue curtains added to cover
the walls and ceiling giving the hall an elegant makeover.
We have since removed the curtains on the walls that allow
for conferences / meetings to use projectors/white-screen
and the hall has completely been painted in October 2018.

“Best şeftali
in town!”
ELDERLY LUNCHEON CLUB
The Elderly luncheon club is a popular feature of TCCA and has been running since
2002. No booking is required and new people are always welcome. The have sole use
of the back hall and play games, watch their favourite Turkish programmes or simply
catch up with old/new friends along with enjoying a freshly cooked Cypriot meal.
This is a vital part of socialising for the elderly group and they look forward to meeting at
least a couple of times a week. Wednesdays are typically the busiest days but they are
welcome to come Tuesday and Thursdays too.
The Elderly luncheon group is supported by TCCA and Cyprus House jointly, with a
specific dish made especially for the group often decided by the group to cater their
individual dietary requirements. Prices will continue to remain £6 per person and the
luncheon club attendees have become a part of the TCCA family and we very much
enjoy speaking with them daily and hearing their stories and assisting them where
possible.
Every year we host a fantastic Christmas party with entertainment, games and typically
we have approx. 50 people attending. We offer this in conjunction with the elderly
group held at the Turkish Cypriot Women’s Project.
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FREE TURKISH ADVICE SESSIONS
TCCA’s Information and Advice Project’s vision is to provide greater access to information and
advice services in Haringey and to seek to influence the development of social policies and
services, both locally and nationally.
The object of this project is to support and provide the Turkish Speaking Community members to
cope with impending changes, improve their ability to access benefits and appropriate services
and also to contribute to the vision of an integrated and cohesive community by helping people
to know their rights and responsibilities, have a shared future vision and a sense of belonging
alongside recognition of
diversity and building strong and positive relationship between people from different backgrounds.
Turgay Ertim
Information &
Advice Officer

The project provides regular support on welfare benefits, housing, health, education, and employment, social
services through advice, referrals
and supporting access to mainstream
services.
The project provides FREE Information
and Advice Surgery services every
Thursday on first come basis.

THE OUTCOME OF INFORMATION AND ADVICE PROJECT FOR 2017
Number of people used the service: ......................................................................................... 364
Number of cases dealt with:...................................................................................................... 987
Number of surgeries held:.......................................................................................................... 46
Average no of people per surgery:........................................................................................... 7.91
Average cases dealt with per day:.......................................................................................... 21.46

FREE LEGAL ADVICE
Ms Behiye Karaman-Naci
ABS Solicitors LLP

Alongside, our Information and Advice we also provide free bi-lingual legal
advice sessions to members of our community. The aim is that members of the
community will have opportunity to gain access to justice and are informed with
regards legal status of situations. Over the recent past this advice has been in the
form of ad-hoc advice with sessions booked when and as needed at TCCA. Since
the last report we have provided 22 separate sessions.
TCCA has plans to change the mechanism
for offering legal advice in that we will be
looking at utilising varied legal practices each
with their own expertise, this will be run on
rota basis with each firm offering sessional
advice once every two weeks for a period of
two months before the baton is handed to an
alternate firm.
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TURKISH CYPRIOT CULTURAL     
In 2018 we had our first Turkish Cypriot
Arts & Culture Festival. The expectations
were exceeded, over 15,000 people
attended and the feedback was wonderful.
People came from all over the UK to
attend and it was advertised on social
media, in newspapers, promotional video
clips featuring traditional davul & zurna,
word of mouth and TV interviews.

“This festival proved outstanding, it has
brought many members of the community
and given the outside world a taste of our
food, culture and heritage” Osman Hasan
Facebook

The 6 groups responsible for organising
the festival were the Turkish Football
Federation, Turkish Cypriot Community
Association, London Turkish Masters,
Turkish Cypriot Society, Cypriot Artists
Platform and The Sheikh Nazim Mosque.
Collectively the festival was arranged
and together with the help of over 40
volunteers, was successfully finalised.
Festivals are of special significance for
all especially our younger generation,
they help ground them in their heritage
cultures, customs and traditions.
The atmosphere was wonderful, bringing
the community together and had the
feeling of being in Cyprus with the hot
weather and Traditional Cypriot food.
The music was provided by established
groups including; Kibris Dortlusu, Grup
Abone & Dogan Akin, Grup Frekans and
DJ Sid. We were also lucky to watch
Lefkosa Folklor Dernegi, Londra Turk
Folklor and Osman Balikcioglu showcased
a wonderful comedy sketch in Turkish
which had the audience in stitches!
The availability of food was extremely
varied and fresh due and the committee
working hard to minimise repetition and
limit what each stall holder could sell, this
was a difficult but worthy task.
Nearly all traditional Cypriot flavours
were available including the usual shish
kebabs, sheftali, makarina Bulli (boiled
chicken and pasta), Cypriot homemade
pastries, cakes, corn on the cob along
with 2 ice cream vans to help keep cool
on such a wonderful sunny day! Children
were entertained with fairground rides,
bouncy castles, donkey rides and plenty
of open space to enjoy within the grounds
of the Lea Valley Athletics centre.
For our first attempt at organising a
festival all groups involved were very
satisfied this was a successful turnout and
the areas for improvement are noted for
2019’s planned 3 day event.

KIBRIS TURK KULTUR SANAT
FESTIVAL PROGRAMI:
• Kibris Dortlusu
• Konusmalar
• Lefkosa Folklor Dernegi
• Mehmet Raif
• Londra Turk Folklor Kurumu
• TTF Federasyonu Kupa Toreni
• Osman Balikcioglu & Ayhan Salih Korel
(Skec)
• Lefkosa Folklor Dernegi
• Semira Hamden
• Grup Abone & Dogan Akin
• Fatos Torer & Ertanc Hidayettin
(Mani Atisma)
• DJ Sid
• Orge Volkan
• Sevjan Sitki
• Lefkosa Folklor Dernegi & Londra Turk
Folklor Kurumu (Ortak Gosteri)
• Ersan & Co (Cekilis)
• Grup Frekans
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& ARTS FESTIVAL 2018
“Perfect festival representing
Cypriot culture extremely well”
Pembe Halil Facebook 11th June 18
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CANCER AWARENESS EVENTS
MACMILLAN COFFEE MORNING EVENT
On the 28th September 2018 we held our first Macmillan Coffee Morning
Event. Macmillan Charity work very hard to give support to people from
diagnosis to treatment and beyond. We held this event as Cancer effects
many people and their families and to raise awareness. We had a fantastic
response from our community, over 70 people attended this event from
advertising on social media and word of mouth. We raised an amazing
£700 for Macmillan Charity. We had
many organisations donate raffle prizes
including personal training sessions,
restaurant vouchers, acting classes, for
the raffle that was held on the day. The
proceeds went to Macmillan Cancer
Support and this will be an annual event.

DR TEOMAN SIRRI CANCER
AWARENESS EVENT
On the 21st October 2018 TCCA in partnership
with London Angels Cancer Association held
a free Cancer awareness event with guest
speaker Dr Teoman Sirri MBE. Renowned
for his cancer work, Doctor Sirri delivered an
educational session about Cancer in Turkish
and specifically covered breast cancer. Dr
Teoman explained what to look out for with
different kinds of
Cancer and demonstrated breast cancer
check and the emphasis on early diagnosis was clear. We had an
amazing turnout of 100 people Cyprus house with London Angels Cancer
Association provided free snacks & hot drinks. On the day attendees
An inaugural event for the TCCA is an
were able to collect a number of publications taken from the Macmillan
International Symposium. This event was
Cancer Support and Cancer Support UK website.
conceptualised to be a place where Turkish
Cypriot Community-Leaders can gather
together from across the world and discuss
issues of concern to Turkish Cypriots living
abroad. The Symposium will be an annual event.
This year, despite the short notice, there was a
TCCA works closely with three internship providers in being
high turnout and the event hosted a variety of
able to deliver an International Internship Program, these
professionals.
being FIE, CAPA and ADC. Within the program we provide a
3 month placement for students travelling from USA, Canada,
The Symposium was held over two days, the
Japan, Poland, Germany, and Romania. The study program
first day consisting of sub-groups forming, each
involves students being placed with TCCA for 20 hours
discussing separate issues surrounding politics,
per week, where they deal directly with project type work,
education, youth and the arts. Other significant
such as reviewing policies, filming events, formulating web
issues discussed on the day were that of the
approach to dealing with clients etc.
compulsory military service, preserving history and

SYMPOSIUM
2018

INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS

Since 2017 TCCA has supported 11 interns within the
program.

“It was a great learning experience” Dylan Russell
USA Intern

One of our interns Russell landed a prestigious
internship with U.S. Sen. Tim Kaine’s office in
Washington, D.C after working with TCCA

archiving. The second day was dedicated to relaying
these conversations in a condensed manner and
receiving feedback from both the sub-groups and
the audience. The main session was dedicated to
a discussion considering a federal resolution for the
Cyprus problem, with guest speaker Niyazi Kizilyurek.
Following the event, a vote was taken and the vast
majority of the audience voted in favour of a federal
solution, highlighting a desire for Turkish Cypriots in
the diaspora to remain
engaged with the Cyprusproblem and their particular
political leanings.

All that was discussed during
the event was provided as
feedback and given to all
necessary bodies both in the
UK and abroad.
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VICTIM
SUPPORT
TCCA hosts North London
assessment and referral
service with offers free
counselling sessions for
people that have been a
victim of any crime. Boroughs
covered by this team include
Harrow, Barnet, Enfield,
Haringey, Hackney, City
Of London, Camden and
Islington. Sessions can be
requested via their online
portal live chat or Freephone
number. Victim Support is
independent charity which
offer support regardless of
whether you’ve contacted the
police or how long ago the
crime took place.

HARINGEY COMMUNITY
POLICE & HATE CRIME
TCCA held a hate crime awareness event during national hate crime week on 18th
October 2018. We addressed many aspects of hate crime including; what is hate

crime, Why it is important to report hate crime and what happens next and Haringey’s
commitment to investigating Hate Crime. June Alison Durant – Hate Crime Liaison
Officer Wood Green Police Station stated “During National Hate Crime Awareness

Week we were welcomed by the Staff and Patrons of TCCA who helped us to spread
the message of Tolerance and Respect within our Turkish Communities in Haringey.
Thank you very much to all of the TCCA Staff and Patrons for welcoming us and we
look forward to working alongside you in the future”
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Zena Brabazon
Councillor

HARINGEY
COUNCILLORS
MONTHLY WARD
SURGERY

Councillor Zena Brabazon holds a surgery on
the first Saturday of every month. This has
proven extremely useful for people to come
and talk directly to a local Haringey councillor
with regard to any issue. We provide a private
confidential space to talk freely on a one to one
basis about issues you need addressing and we
have worked productively with Councillor Zena
Brabazon in relation to many problems raised.

FREE TAX ADVICE
SESSIONS
Tax help for older people is provided from the charity Tax Volunteers
providing free, independent expert help and advice for older people
on lower incomes who cannot afford to pay for professional tax

advice. They have over 420 volunteers and people can visit their

website www.taxvol.org.uk for all the qualifying information, such
over 60’s and annual income must be less than £20,000.

TCCA offers meeting rooms whenever they are requested and is one
of their north London locations for volunteers to meet with people
needing advice.
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TURKISH CYPRIOT COMMUNITY AWARDS
This year Turkish Cypriot Community Association
launched the first Turkish Cypriot Community Awards,
these awards aim to recognise sustained contribution
within the Turkish Cypriot not for profit sector. Awards are
due to be given within the following categories; Young
Community Achiever Award, Community Achievement
Award (Male), Community Achievement Award (Female),
Charity of the year, Overseas Charity of the year, Life time
achievement Award, and Special Recognition for those of
our community have passed.

Stage 1: Nominations made by not for profit Turkish
Cypriot organisations.
Stage 2: Online ballot on the basis of one person one vote.
At the time of the Annual Report, the awards process was
still underway.

The process for the awards being made are under two
clear stages, these being;

TCCA POETRY EVENTS
CELEBRATION OF
50 YEARS TURKISH
CYPRIOT POETRY

On 15th March 2018 TCCA hosted
a Turkish Cypriot Poetry event,
with Yaşar İsmailoğlu celebrating
50 years of Poetry. This was a
free event where traditional Cypriot
snacks were given out alongside
readings taken from Yaşar Bey’s
many poetry books with calming
Violin played in the background by
Mohammed. It was an emotional
evening of reflection and revelations
about his past and how he came to
write some of his most memorable
poems. Poems were read by Yaşar
Bey, Ertanç Hidayettin & Nafiya
Horozoğlu.

BOOK LAUNCH EVENTS
TCCA has supported many book launches
for writers within the community, one such
book launch was that of Aycan Saraçoğlu.
Aycan met with book lovers here at TCCA
on 21st June 2018 to launch her new
poem book ‘a book in my arms’. The
book consists over 40 poems and some
were translated into English by Yaşar
İsmailoğlu. On the day Aycan was signing
her book and thanked everyone for
sharing her excitement.
TCCA also hosted Yaşar İsmailoğlu book
launches and we were extremely humbled
to have hosted both of these events and
continue to support other members in our
community with book launches and similar
events.
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AFRO TURKISH CYPRIOT EVENT
On Friday 2nd November 2018, the TCCA organised a discussion
in conjunction with the Afro-Cypriot Group. The discussion centred
around Afro-Cypriots and their history and was chaired by Ertanch
Hidayettin with the main speaker Serap Kanay. This event allowed
us an opportunity to see an assortment of archive images of AfroCypriots and to learn from the work and research that Serap Kanay
has undertaken. It was a highly successful turnout, following Black
History Month, and we look forward to facilitating more events on
Afro-Cypriot histories in the future. This was the first official event
held for Afro-Cypriots within the community.

COUNCILLORS & MP EVENTS
CELEBRATION OF TURKISH
SPEAKING COUNCILLORS ELECTED
MAY 2018
TCCA invited all London based Turkish Speaking Councillors
that were elected in 2018, to celebrate their success and
to introduce TCCA and congratulate on being elected.
Councillors from Enfield, Haringey, Bexley, Hackney, Lambeth
and Waltham Forest all attended. Catherine West MP for
Hornsey & Wood Green was also in attendance. It was a
successful event and a wonderful chance to meet and discuss
various issues with so many Councillors all in one room.

SEMINARS
Over the past 12 months
TCCA has hosted numerous
debates that relate to
members of our community.
We have over this period
hosted Recognition events
for Hulus Ibrahim, Aycan
Saracoglu, and Yashar
Ismailoglu for their many
years of contribution to the
community.
We have hosted a question
and answer event that
considers the ramification
post Brexit for those of our
members holding a Cyprus
Passport, we have worked
with organised discussions
related to Islam in the
Cypriot community, we have
showcased films such as
“Airport for Sale” followed by
discussions on the Cyprus
Issue, we have welcomed
diplomats for Northern
Cyprus, Azerbaijan and
Turkey in order that issues of
concern to our community are
relayed to community leaders
abroad.

MP EVENT
TCCA has always been at the forefront of Turkish Cypriot
issues and has worked hard placing these on agenda’s
when meeting with Key MP’s, including Joan Ryan, Kate
Osamor, David Lammy and Catherine West. Over the last
18 months we have hosted various meetings and events
with these key MP’s along with local councillors.
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GROUPS SUPPORTED BY TCCA
BALIKCIOGLU
THEATRE
GROUP

INCI TURKAY
DRAMA

LIMASOLLULAR
DERNEGI

TRNC NATIONAL
FOOTBALL TEAM

LONDON
TURKISH FOLK
INSTITUTE

ALI RIZA
DEGIRMENCIOGLU
TURKISH SCHOOL

TURKISH CYPRIOT ISLAMIC
ASSOCIATION

LONDON TURKISH FOOTBALL
FEDERATION (LTFF)

HARRINGAY CHOIR LESSONS

CINAR SPOR

PEKUNLULER

SHEIKH NAZIM SUFI CENTRE

TIMEBANK

FITNESS WITH SEV

Promotes Turkish Cypriot art
and culture through the use
of theatre. Throughout 2018,
TCCA has supported the theatre group through allocation of
rehearsal space and sponsorship for the groups performances.

TCCA provides free
advertising and free room
hire on a weekly basis for
this crochet group. The group
creates a social forum for women to develop skills in crochet
and periodically showcase their work.

TCCA has provided financial
support to the folk-dance
group, in order to support
purchase of new costumes and contribution towards coaching
time.

The association uses TCCA as a venue to hold prayers,
celebrate Ramadan and convene events related to Islam.
For these events TCCA has offered free use of venue, use of
support staff and food at cost price.

The Choir Group based at TCCA receives subsidised room hire.
This helps with reducing costs for the attendees and maximises
attendance.

TCCA provides Pekunluler women a safe space where in a male
free environment that can discuss issues pertinent within their
lives.

TCCA has provided TIMEBANK with space, equipment and
advertising in order that they could deliver 20 sessions of ESOL
for those with limited English.

Inci provides a safe
environment for her kids
drama classes which
are hugely popular, with
subsidised costs the class fees remain affordable.

Supported their stay during
the teams participation
in CONIFA, that included
support with accommodation,
reception and

TCCA presented the school with
cheque for £500, this was in order
to support the purchase of new folkdance costumes. TCCA also provides the school with free use
of TCCA space when required for folkdance rehearsals.

TCCA provides LTFF, with free room hire, as well as ongoing
administrative support. The group tends to meet every two
weeks and manages the 42 teams that make up the London
Turkish Football League

TCCA has covered all football pitch hire in relation to completion
matches and training.

TCCA provided 85 during the Ramazan period for those who
were fasting.

TCCA has supported fitness sessions at the organisation by
offering free adhoc classes and no charging for the hire of hall.
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TCCA PARTNERS
LONDON
CONSULTING
LTD

London Consulting Solutions (LCS)
has been part of the TCCA for over
3 years. LCS are a residential
property company based in UK,
London, delivering unrivalled customer
experience and have been in business
for the past 8 years. They have been
helping locals keep up to date with the
latest housing options and services
the local authority can provide, as well
as providing advice and guidance.
Last year there were more than 9,000
people who slept rough on London’s
Streets. By continuing to provide a
wide-ranged advice and assistance,
London consulting Solutions hopes
to guide the homeless in the right
direction and to make a fresh start
away from the streets.

LONDRALI.COM
Londrali was founded in 2012 as
a social media platform. In 2014
it launched its very own website,
Londrali.com began to publish a
monthly magazine that is being
distributed across London. The
website is a leading comprehensive source
of information offering unbiased news to readers, informing our followers
of daily articles, supporting those seeking work through free classified ads.
Londrali attracts on average 1 million unique visitors per year from all over
the world 50,000 followers on the
social media platforms. Londrali
Magazin, the publication has
contents on health through to
technology, the Magazin also
features special guests interview
from the UK, Cyprus and Turkey.
Through its five years Londrali
has worked closely with TCCA
both working together for the
mutual benefit of the community
they both serve.

CARAT JEWELLERY
Carat Jewellery runs a program
of design and production of
Jewellery. Carat offers many
different courses in silver
Jewellery, beaded Jewellery and
lost Wax Casting. The classes
range from one day courses that
introduces Jewellery making and
are ideal for beginners. The aim
is for people to discover their
creative potential and learn some
techniques they can continue
to use at home. Carat Jewellery
also produces Jewellery for the
Mainstream Market.

EXCEL EDUCATION
Offers English classes to those who intend to Has been operating from TCCA
for over six months, the organisation offers a range of short courses delivered
by a team of friendly, highly qualified and experienced tutors. They prepare
learners for TOEIC examinations and refer them on to nearby TOEIC centres
where they can sit the examinations. The team ensure that our learners
select the most suitable course for them and are given the support they need
to succeed. The TCCA building is used as Excel Educations London base.
They are keen that over time that their base here would grow to match that
of their Croydon Office. Excel aims to provide high quality education and
training that meets the demands of the current market place and develops
individual potential. All of our management and lecturing teams are highly
qualified, with extensive experience of the education and training sectors.
More importantly, they are dedicated to making sure our students receive
effective information, advice, guidance and support to assist them in reaching
their education and career goals.
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ACCOUNTS

Mirza Shipkoyle
Accountant

Over the past few yearsTCCA has undergone
substantive changes in relation to the care side of
its work, in the main changes relating to ensuring
carers are paid for time taken to be trained and
are reimbursed for travel time. In addition TCCA,
has allocated substantive funds for building
renovations, the majority of these costs have been
capitalised. Despite all these challenges we have
been able to register an end of year surplus. Due
to the resignation of our previous auditors we have

had to change the organisations Auditors and have
now moved our services to Altan and Co. We are
improving the foundations of the charity in order
that we are equipped to deal with ever need for the
community and our planned activities for 2018-19.
On a final note we have also been on a drive to
reduce costs in relation to running our charity and
have been working on reducing our outstanding
debts for both private and council funded clients.
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2019 TCCA
FUTURE EVENTS
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM 2019

SOCIAL MEDIA

In the next year, we plan on organising our second

Within the next year we plan on expanding our approach to

International Symposium for Turkish Cypriots in the diaspora

social media. With the way in which the world is currently

to discuss and be involved in Cyprus issues. The intent of this

changing, we recognise that the TCCA must also adapt.

event will be to expand on this year’s event. Sub-groups will

Throughout the past four decades, we have changed with

be encouraged to form in separate organisations to ensure

the times and yet again, we hope to update our connection

that specific subjects such as a federal resolution, military

with the community by revamping our Instagram, Twitter and

service, women’s rights, LGBT rights and a range of other

Facebook pages.

politics, arts and culture are explored in depth. There will then
be a main symposium where these sub-groups and others

HERITAGE PROJECT

come together to discuss and debate, to create a voice for

The Heritage Project is currently in the research and

the Turkish-Cypriot diaspora and their involvement in Cyprus

development stage. This endeavour will be the largest of its

politics.

kind, attempting to document, archive, preserve and exhibit

2019 TURKISH CYPRIOT WEEKEND
FESTIVAL
Our 2019 Festival is planned as a 3 day Weekend festival.
This will kick off on a Friday afternoon until Sunday evening.
This year’s festival was a great success, the atmosphere was
fantastic, the food was excellent and the music was great and
we hope to expand on this success further in our plans for a 3

photographs of people from all corners of the Turkish-Cypriot
community. With the involvement of many organisations, and
the endorsement of many key figures within the community,
we look forward to working on this historic project. The last
heritage project resulted in an exhibition, film and book –
which is still celebrated today. We are hopeful that this time
around it will be on an even larger scale and can represent the
entirety of the community.

day event.

DEDICATED DAY PROJECTS

Festivals within our Turkish Cypriot community are very

TCCA is a centre for all members of our community and as

important, they remind us of our culture, arts, customs and
traditions. The younger generation get inspired by such events
as it gives them the opportunity to learn about their roots. All
income from this will be channelled into the “Turkish Cypriot
Trust UK” and will be solely used for charitable purposes.

117 GREEN LANES RENOVATIONS

such we have been working on a concept called DEDICATED.
This means that activities on a certain day are dedicated to a
segment of our community. At the moment we are considering
allocating days to for women, the young, the elderly, those
interested in the arts and those interested in physical
activities. We hope that this will in place by March 2019

Following investment into our Cyprus House restaurant

TV STATION

between 2017-18, TCCA has now turned its eye to

TCCA is leading an initiative that will within months lead to the

renovations of 117 Green Lanes, the building has remained

launch of new community TV station. The focus of the channel

partly used for the past five years. However TCCA is now

will be to create a platform for Turkish Cypriots living outside

moving to renovation of the upper levels into flats, which will

of Cyprus to debate issues for the wider audience. We are

give the organisation additional funds. The basement will be

keen that this platform remains away from political influence

used for storage and ground floor for much for TCCA projects,

and remains unbiased. We expect the TV channel to be

including the proposed TV Studio.

launched by spring 2019
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WHAT PEOPLE SAY     

   

JEREMY CORBYN
Leader of the labour Party
“Congratulations on another successful year”

FARUK ESKIOGLU
Journalist / Writer
“The Apple of the Turkish Cypriot Societies Eye”
The Turkish Cypriot Community Association is an

established institution which has been serving the

community for 41 years. I, as a veteran journalist who

has also been serving society for 41 years, can easily
say that the TCCA has continually provided services

throughout its time. The Centre protects Turkish-Cypriot

culture, whilst also ensuring people within the community
can integrate and be productive members of society. It

is clear from meetings that TCCA attempts to inform and
include Turkish Cypriots in finding solutions to social
problems in the United Kingdom. The TCCA’s work

covers all segments of the Turkish-speaking community
and deserves continued support from the government
and community.”

ARIFE RETVAN
Limasollular Dernegi UK
“TCCA is known within the community as a comfortable
and safe organisation.We, as the Limasollular Derneği,
use this centre with peace of mind and we are happy
to welcome both our members and our guests here

when hosting events. Our wish is to grow its capacity

and to reach a wider audience. We would like to thank
the manager and friendly staff for their support and
kindness.”

OLAY GAZETESI
“Beautiful events, and great work with the elderly. Look
forward to more events and more growth.”

IBRAHIM DOGUS

Congratulations
on another
successful year

Founder / Director of the Centre for Turkey
Studies and Development (CTSD) and
Labour Councillor Westminister

“TCCA is doing an amazing job in bridging the gap
between the Turkish communities and the British
mainstream community”
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     ABOUT TCCA
CLAIRE WALKER
Victim Support

“TCCA is a great location and extremely valuable
resource to Victim Support Haringey with very
accommodating staff. This enables us to meet with
clients face to face and provide much needed support
and empowerment to those recovering from the effects of
crime”.

JUNE DURANT

TCCA provides a
valued service to
Turkish Cypriots
living in the UK

Wood Green Police

“During National Hate Crime Awareness Week we were
welcomed by the Staff and Patrons of TCCA who helped
us to spread the message of Tolerance and Respect
within our Turkish Communities in Haringey. Thank
you very much to all of the TCCA Staff and Patrons for
welcoming us and we look forward to working alongside
you in the future”

SADIQ KHAN
Mayor Of London
“As Mayor Of London, I would like congratulate TCCA on
all the work it does to bring down barriers”

EMINA IBRAHIM

KATE OSAMOR

“Vibrant organisation, that has served community for over
40 years, keep up the good work”.

“The Turkish Cypriot Community Association is an

Deputy Leader Haringey

INCI TURKAY

Actress & Inci’s Drama Club Director

I run my kids drama club at TCCA Haringey for the last 2
years. I am always positively surprised with the running
of the centre in means of cleanliness, organisation and
friendliness of staff. It is a pleasure for me to go there
once a week knowing there will be no problems or
difficulties to face when I am there even only 10 minutes
before my sessions. I can recommend this place warmly
for everyone who plans to make a meeting, training or
any other event”

BARONESS
MERAL HUSSEIN ECE OBE
House of Lords/ MP

“I have seen first hand the level of care that goes into the
work of TCCA”

COUNCILLOR AHMET
KARAHASAN
Enfield Councillor

MP for Edmonton
invaluable part of our community, providing a range of
social, educational and welfare services for residents.
Through these services, the TCCA improves lives,
helps to preserve Turkish Cypriot culture and better the
community. I applaud the TCCA’s work and wish it every
success over the coming year”

ZEHRA BASHARAN
Representative of Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus

“TCCA provides a valued service to Turkish Cypriots
living in the UK”

DR TEOMAN SIRRI MBE
Community Doctor
“I am proud of my association with TCCA, who have
always put heart and soul into activities that benefit the
wellbeing of the community”

“Once again very good work”

SERDAR SARI

CATRIONA MACLAY

Chair of Turkish Football Federation

Captain of Hackney Pirates

“Provides services that the community really needs”

“Extremely support group that helps all within our
community, well done and continue the good work”
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TURKISH
CYPRIOT
COMMUNITY
ASSOCIATION

HARINGEY

628 – 630 Green Lanes, Haringey, N8 0SD
117 Green Lanes, London N16 9DA

TELEPHONE

TCCA Main Reception

020 88261080

Fax

020 88290994

Homecare

020 88261080 (Option 2)

Room Bookings
Training

020 88261080 (Option 1)
0208 826 1080 (Option 3)

Management

0208 826 1080 (Option 4)

Cyprus House

0208 826 1080 (Option 5)

Londrali.com

07771 756665

Excel

020 83425693

London Consulting
Cyprus House

WEBSITES

07506358116

07438274678

TCCA

www.tcca.org

Londrali.com

www.londrali.com

Bulletin

E-MAILS

www.tccabulletin.org

Information

info@tcca.org

Homecare

homecare@tcca.org

Finance

Training

Room Bookings
CEO

Londrali.com

SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook

finance@tcca.org
engul@tcca.org
info@tcca.org

erim@tcca.org

info@londrali.com
https://facebook.com/tcca.haringey

Linked-In

http://uk.linkedin.com/pub/tcca-haringey/8a/361/538

TCCA / You Tube

Tcca Tcca

Twitter

https://twitter.com/Tccaharingey

Company Number: 3851759 Charity Registration Number: 1080926
Tel: 020 8150 6000 / WW.FINEPRINTERS.CO.UK
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